Model surgery with a passive robot arm for orthognathic surgery planning.
The aims of the study were to assess the degree of accuracy of model surgery performed manually using the Eastman technique and to compare it with model surgery performed with the aid of a robot arm. Twenty-one patients undergoing orthognathic surgery gave consent for this study. They were divided into 2 groups based on the model surgery technique used. Group A (52%) had model surgery performed manually, whereas group B (48%) had their model surgery performed using the robot arm. Patients' maxillary casts were measured before and after model surgery, and results were compared with those for the original treatment plan in horizontal (x-axis), vertical (y-axis), and transverse (z-axis) planes. Statistical analysis using Mann-Whitney U test for x- and y-axis and independent sample t test for z-axis have shown significant differences between both groups in x-axis (P =.024) and y-axis (P =.01) but not in z-axis (P =.776). Model surgery performed with the aid of a robot arm is significantly more accurate in anteroposterior and vertical planes than is manual model surgery. Robot arm has an important role to play in orthognathic surgery planning and in determining the biometrics of orthognathic surgical change at the model surgery stage.